CGHQ (STA 6-13) 18 MAR 1960 UNCLASSIFIED

COMDT COGARD

U. S. COAST GUARD

CGHQ FOURTH

MAR 18 19

OPERATIONS-SHORE UNITS

NO COPY

FURNISHED

CGHQ/EE/ESV/O/CHIN/OGU

181312 Z

0CS TO D X REF YOUR ENDORSEMENT TO DOOR & SITE SURVEY X REEVALUATE DESIRABILITY

OF DEPENDENTS QUARTERS X REPLY BY MDG

RELEASED BY

W. C. CAPRON, CAPT, USCG
Deputy Chief of Staff

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
U. S. COAST GUARD
CGHQ-3584 (10-54)

JBSPEAKER: 11 18 Mar 1960

DIRECTIVE CLEARANCE SHEET

(Pull in blocks as initialed - do not use for routine)